Pullout Cabinet CAB27 / CABDR27 with Locking Doors
A '27 Series' Cabinet
It's an open and shut case
This pullout cabinet is available with locking doors (CABDR27) or
without doors (CAB27). It is outfitted with a series of slots that accept
stationary or pullout shelves and mini drawers, which can be spaced apart
to carry small or very large items. It makes a great all-in-one computer
station or a wine vault. These cabinets complement our 27 Series line of
cabinets, and provide 25" of inside height for shelves or mini drawers.
You can place shelves and drawers at virtually any height you want
within the cabinet. Rear wiring holes keep you connected.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 50 lb (65 lb with locking doors)
Cabinet Dim.: 37.75" W x 26.75" H x 20" D
Inside Dim.: 35.75" W x 24.75" H x 19" D
Construction: 20 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat in 18 colors
Lock: Standard on CABDR29

Wine cabinet - why not? As a stereo cabinet it is wide
enough for two stacks of electronic components side by side. And unlike wood cabinets
that actually insulate your AV equipment and your wine, Can-Am metal cabinets absorb the
heat from your equipment and radiate it away. They don't call Can-Am cabinets cool for nothing!
FEATURES
- Series of slots accept optional shelves and drawers
- Large wiring holes are fitted with plastic bushings or caps
- Available with locking doors as CABDR27
- Provides secure, dust free space efficient storage
MATCHING CABINETS
CAB27 / CABDR27 share
the dimensions of these
cabinets. Useful for setups
that need to line up.
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- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet off
the floor. The levelers rest in dimples topside when stacking
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Part of the ‘27 Series’ of cabinets to line up in configurations
- 25" of inside height for the tallest of components.
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OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPS / PULLOUT SHELF / STATIONARY SHELF / MINI DRAWER
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